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ABSTRACT

Publishing did not have independents enter self-discourse until the 1960s when media conglomeration created a need to distinguish other publishers from this network of corporate giants. But rather than decimating the independent publishing landscape, the corporate conglomeration of book publishing has opened a space for independent publishers to thrive (Simon and McCarthy, 2009; Schiffrin, 2001; Hawthorne, 2014, 2016; Kogan 2007, 2010), in part because of the social currency that positioning themselves as independent in discourse affords. In order to analyze the use, purpose, and meaning of independent in publisher discourse, this article conducts a content analysis on mission statements of 39 US-based independent publishers. Through content analysis of mission statements, this article illuminates the way that certain publishers construct a particular social function and marketing appeal by the use of independent in twenty-first century book publishing discourse in the US.

RÉSUMÉ

Il a fallu attendre les années 1960 et l’avènement de grands conglomérats médiatiques pour voir les éditeurs indépendants, soucieux de se distinguer des géants de l’industrie, se « mettre en récit ». Loin de décimer les petits joueurs, ces conglomérats présents dans le monde de l’édition leur ont permis de prospérer (Simon et McCarthy, 2009; Schiffrin, 2001; Hawthorne, 2014; Kogan 2007, 2010), en partie en raison de la valeur symbolique que confère le fait de se présenter comme indépendants. Que veut dire « indépendant », quel but le recours à ce concept sert-il dans le discours que tient l’éditeur sur sa pratique? C’est sous cet angle que nous analysons l’énoncé de mission de 39 maisons d’édition indépendantes ayant leur siège aux États-Unis. Ce qui en ressort, c’est qu’en soulignant, dans leur discours, leur « indépendance », certains éditeurs actuels arrivent à se doter d’un attrait commercial et d’une fonction sociale particulière.
This article examines the use of *independent* in publisher discourse for English language publishers in the United States. There are many reasons why this term is a fascinating one, not least because of its prominent use despite its lack of one unified definition. As a by-product of late twentieth-century conglomerate, the term *independent* as used by publishers in constructing discourse about themselves is therefore a window into not only how certain publishers perceive their roles in the cultural and economic space, but also in how they would like to be perceived by readers, authors, and others in the publishing industry. McCleery argues that the publisher is often seen as “an obstacle to the unfettered communication of author with reader, forcing compromise on the author’s sense of artistic integrity to maximize revenue from the reader.” Because the publisher is so often portrayed as an obstacle to be overcome in an author’s effort to reach readers, the use of *independent* in publisher discourse illustrates a more personal, author-friendly and editorially-focused narrative around what a publisher is and can be.

**A Space for Independents**

The term *independent* was not used to describe publishing companies until the late twentieth century when the landscape of book publishing company ownership, size, approaches, and philosophies began to change from the plurality of independent publishing firms by which the industry was characterized. No longer an industry solely comprised of family-owned and family-run businesses, the book publishing industry was on its path to full-force multi-media conglomeration and consolidation by the 1960s. This multi-media conglomeration and consolidation necessitated a way to linguistically differentiate between the new mega publishing empires on one end of the spectrum and the small, independently owned and operated presses at the other end. It was from this environment that the term *independent publisher or independent press* sprung, to stand in stark contrast to the new kind of publishing company that was quickly dominating the publishing landscape in terms of market share and revenue. This situation was prompted initially by Random House’s absorption of Alfred Knopf in the 1960s and then evidenced even in the last few years in mergers such as the 2014 HarperCollins acquisition of Harlequin and the Hachette acquisition of the largest independent publishing group: Perseus Books Group.
Evidence of the increased use of *independent* in book publishing can be found in the number of prominent publisher organizations that have incorporated *independent* into their titles in recent years. Although the Independent Book Publishers Association (IBPA) has existed in earlier forms and names since 1983, it has only had the word *independent* in its official title since 2008.\(^6\) The Bay Area Independent Publishers Association was also established originally under another name, the Marin Small Publishers Association, in 1979, and then changed name to include the term *independent* later.\(^7\) Other publishing organizations that utilize the term *independent* in the United States include the Midwest Independent Publishers Association (founded in 1984), the Colorado Independent Publishers Association (founded in 1992), the Greater New York Independent Publishers Association, and the Independent Publishers of New England.\(^8\)

In this industry dominated by a network of corporate giants, it is, in some ways, surprising that independent publishers continued to exist at all; rather than eliminate the independent publishing landscape, corporate conglomeration of book publishing actually opened a space for independent publishers to thrive.\(^9\) In this space, independent publishers fill a gap and territory that conglomerates are unable to occupy. This gap is characterized by a particular public perception and image, an image of a publisher that is editorially driven, locally rooted, author friendly, diversity focused, relationship based, quality concerned, and community building.

Furthermore, the use of *independent* to describe a company is not unique to publishing. Independent bookstores,\(^10\) magazines,\(^11\) television,\(^12\) music,\(^13\) and other companies (especially within the creative industries) have made this distinction, many of these movements emerging from the late twentieth century when the democratization of production meant that independents could thrive but also when multimedia conglomeration was forcing the same precise terminology distinctions in these other areas of the creative industries as it was in publishing.\(^14\) Therefore, it is essential to contextualize the *independent* discourse in book publishing within the anti-corporate and “buy local” movements from which it was born and influenced.\(^15\) In many of these other areas of the creative industries, *independent* has been used synonymously with *alternative* and although this has not been the case in publishing, it is possible to see the *radical* nature that is often associated with this term.
independent as still permeating perception and use of the word in a publishing context.

The prominent rise of independent has been not only a way to distinguish a company from one owned by a multi-media conglomerate but also a charged term with a particular marketing aesthetic. Simon, McCarthy, and Hall argue that at the very end of the twentieth century and beginning of the twenty-first century, the term independent would have seemed “quaint,” whereas independent has so dominated the publisher conversation in the last two decades that in many ways “corporate” sounds equally quaint in the current environment. As these authors go on to posit, “In the unending dialectical spiral, at the very moment when complete corporate control is all but achieved, its antithesis benefits and thrives, and there comes a new awareness of mutuality.” While, increasingly, book publishers discuss themselves and position themselves by using terms like independent, the term is not without its ambiguity and limitations, in part because there is not an agreed upon definition for independent as it relates to publishing.

**Defining Independent**

Miller suggests three typical definitions of independent when referring to a publishing company. The first definition of independent is understood in terms of economic autonomy; in other words, independent publishers are not owned by conglomerates. The second definition is in reference to size; independent publisher is often used synonymously with small publisher. And the third definition of independent in a publishing company context is a publisher that is guided by a particular philosophy, a philosophy focused on editorial quality, local communities, and author relationships. It is worth noting that these three definitions are often, in fact, interconnected and overlapping.

This first definition, a publishing company with economic autonomy, is perhaps the most prominent and commonly accepted definition. Given the market share prominence of the largest five publishing entities and the way that multimedia multinational conglomerates have changed the publishing landscape in the last 50 years, it is little wonder that differentiating from the “Big 5” would be one of the primary roles of this term. However, economic autonomy is not as straightforward as it might initially seem. Imprints, both
of the Big 5 and of other larger corporations, are given various levels of autonomy depending on the parent company, which calls into question the lack of terminology to represent these differences in company ownership.

Second, *independent* publisher is often used synonymously with *small* publisher. This is not only true of publishers in their discourse regarding themselves, but also in the way that other industry professionals and academics use the term *independent publisher*. For example, publishing scholars Mark Davis and Emmett Stinson use “small and independent” as a set pair used together to describe a particular type of publisher that also espouses a specific philosophy and list. Similarly, Melanie Ramdarshan Bold in her analysis of small press publishing in the Pacific Northwest uses “small press” and “independent publisher” interchangeably. However, at other points in the article, small is used as a subset of independent, such as in the statement that “independent publishers, especially the smaller presses, are often run for the love of the product rather than for profit, and their output is guided by taste rather than consumer insight and sales data.” This statement from Ramdarshan Bold also blurs into the third use of *independent*, which connotes a specific philosophy. *Small* and *independent* are so commonly used together, or used interchangeably, because they are both terms for publishers that usually occupy that realm of non-conglomerate space in the industry. However, there are a few problematic aspects to this interchangeable usage, including the slippery modes of measuring and defining small company in the publishing industry. The Small Business Administration in the US defines a small publishing company in terms of employees, with any companies with fewer than 1,000 employees being categorized as “small.” In this sense, almost any company that is not one of the Big 5 would count as small, particularly because of the increasing move in the industry to utilize freelancers rather than increase full-time, salaried employees, in part because of shifts in publishing houses from “a cohesive corporate structure” to “a more fragmented and atomized work culture.” This is quite different from how John Thompson defines publisher size for trade publishers, in which he classifies publishers by annual revenue, with $20 million to $500 million classifying as medium, and below $20 million as small. In her study of small, independent presses in the Pacific Northwest, Ramdarshan Bold’s sample of small publishers are all companies with five or fewer employees. Other scholars utilize the definition of small to medium enterprises (SMEs) set forth
by the European Commission, using number of employees to indicate size, but in a more manageable and segmented way than the Small Business Administration does. In the European Commission definition, fewer than 10 employees is a micro press, fewer than 50 employees is a small press, and fewer than 200 employees is a medium press.\textsuperscript{27} In any case, these competing definitions demonstrate the difficulty in assessing publisher size that is compounded by the fluid use of \textit{independent} to mean \textit{small}, particularly when some of the most prominent \textit{independent} publishers who use such language in their own discourse and branding, such as Sourcebooks,\textsuperscript{28} are at least solidly medium-sized according to many of these ways of measuring.

Third, \textit{independent} publisher is often used to indicate a particular philosophy. Many scholars have argued that the philosophy of independent publishers, particularly their emphasis on creative autonomy, has been what has allowed them to continue to succeed and carve out a space in the publishing industry landscape. Davis notes that the independent publishing boom is in part due to independent publishers’ desire for readers, a desire “that isn’t canvassed in the market-centric publishing strategies of the majors.”\textsuperscript{29} Likewise, Ramdarshan Bold’s study of independent publishing in the Pacific Northwest emphasized the belief of these publishers that they can “help to promote and preserve regional cultures and identities and maintain diversity in cultural output.”\textsuperscript{30} Miller notes that the perception of independent publishing is that it is more editorially driven, locally rooted, and author friendly. Additionally, key to the independent publishing concept and brand are personalizing the author-publisher relationship and diversifying the publishing landscape, much like we see with the independent movement for booksellers.\textsuperscript{31} While the use of such terminology is as much a marketing and branding tool as it is an accurate portrayal of independent publishers’ philosophies, there is some evidence to back up the cultural claim that independent publishers cling to. Emmett Stinson notes that in the Australian context particularly, the mediation of literary works is dominated by “small and independent” publishers, evidenced by the Auslit database which shows that “single-author collections of short fiction, with a few notable exceptions, are almost entirely produced by small publishers, and no large publisher has produced new poetry collections with any regularity since the 1990s.”\textsuperscript{32} Therefore, to see certain genres and categories of books produced almost exclusively by small (and Stinson uses this term as a pair with \textit{independent}) publishers substantiates
claims that cultural capital is of more interest and currency to independent publishers than it is to corporates, at least in certain contexts.

To further complicate the usage of *independent publisher* and *independent publishing*, in addition to these three most common utilizations of these terms, the shortened *indie publisher* has also entered contemporary publishing discourse, primarily as a less stigmatized way of referring to self-publishing, or to authors who produces books themselves rather than through a publisher. It has been noted that not all traditional independent publishers are happy with the appropriation of *indie publisher* or *indie author* to mean self-published. In many ways, the term *indie* is very applicable to self-published authors because of the autonomy (or perceived autonomy) that self-publishing affords. This then begs the question: do indie authors actually have more autonomy? While creative control is often important to authors, self-publishing in the current environment means being at the whim of companies like Amazon. Also, other scholars have suggested other uses of *independent*, including Sophie Noël’s use of independent to mean “politically independent.” In fact, the “anti-authoritarian spirit” fueled prominent publisher/bookseller City Lights, and as Emblidge observed, the anarchist beginnings and spirit has been a part of City Lights, even as it has evolved over the years. Additionally, this political and activist independence was what characterized feminist independent publishers at the height of feminist movements in the 1970s and 1980s. These publishers, like the Feminist Press (founded in 1970) and Cleis Press (founded in 1980) had political independence as part of their brands right from the start, although feminist publishing did not reach the mainstream in the same way in the US that it did in the UK.

With these three primary uses of *independent publisher*, in addition to the confusing adage of *indie publishing* as describing a different kind of publishing model, there is little consistency in the use and meaning of independent publisher. Furthermore, one has to wonder if lacking an agreed upon definition of *independent publisher* makes the term lose meaning, because, in a way, it is a term that can mean whatever the user wants it to mean.
Social Capital and Autonomy

Underlying these various definitions of independent are two key theoretical concepts—social capital and autonomy—that were particularly championed by Pierre Bourdieu. Robert Putnam and John Field have also been influential scholars on the nature of social capital. The particular levels of social capital and high autonomy (or perceived autonomy) available to publishers become key characteristics of independent publishers.

From a Marxian understanding of capital, “capital is intimately associated with the production and exchange of commodities” and capital is also “intrinsically a social notion.” Building upon Marxian and Durkheimian definitions and appropriations of capital, Bourdieu defines social capital as

the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition—in other words, to membership in a group—which provides each of its members with the backing of the collectively-owned capital, a ‘credential’ which entitles them to credit, in the various sense of the word.

Levels of social capital possessed by a particular agent or organization, in Bourdieu’s explanation, are dependent on two things: the size of the network of connections and the levels of other types of capital (economic, cultural, and symbolic) that those connections in the network possess. As Schuller, Baron, and Field point out, Bourdieu often uses social capital as “a general metaphor for power or social advantage.” Robert Putnam defines social capital as including three features of social life: networks, norms, and trust. It is from Putnam’s definition that even across the diverse multi-disciplinary social capital literature, the two key and frequently discussed components of social capital in the literature are trust and networks.

Social capital’s volume and value to independent publishers is evident in what Thompson calls the “economy of favours.” Social capital for large conglomerate publishers lies in part with the publishers’ ability to consolidate and negotiate with members of their social networks based on their capability to deal with processes and products in large, highly scaled quantities. However, for small, independent publishers, the economy of favours means that
small presses commonly share knowledge, expertise and contacts with one another. They see themselves as part of a common vocation and shared mission. Their competitive rivalries are overshadowed by the affinities that stem from their common sense of purpose, their shared understanding of the difficulties faced by small publishers and their collective opposition to the world of the big corporate houses.42

This translates into lower rates from freelancers, additional goodwill and promotional opportunities from retailers (particularly independent bookshops), and trust and investment from consumers who are willing to pay higher prices for books because of the perceived mission of the independent presses that published them.

In addition to social capital, autonomy is another important concept key to a discussion of independent publishers. Being economically autonomous is the oft turned to definition of independent as it applies to publishers, but autonomy is also at the center of what it means to be a small company and of the philosophy that many independent publishers espouse. Bourdieu’s continuum of small-scale to large-scale production is inextricably linked to the level of autonomy that the producer has (or not) from what Bourdieu calls the “field of power.” Small-scale production has the greatest amount of autonomy from the field of power in publishing, in Bourdieu’s view, whereas large-scale production has the least autonomy from the field of power. Hesmondhalgh, in discussing the changes in the cultural industries in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, asserted that as more small companies emerged, they were perceived as “sites of creative independence,” in part a reaction to the growing anxieties about bureaucratic organizations dominating cultural production.43

However, there are admittedly limitations in applying Bourdieu’s concepts to cultural production in the twenty-first century. Hesmondhalgh notes that these limitations include Bourdieu’s very little material about large-scale cultural production and the dominance of multimedia entertainment corporations across the cultural industries, beyond the brief assertion that large-scale production responds to “pre-existing demand and in pre-established forms.”44 In this environment, there is more differentiation, fluidity, and complexity in the concepts of large-scale production and
autonomy than Bourdieu suggests. Additionally, “prestige and popularity are not necessarily so much in contradiction as in Bourdieu’s schema” due to the “ability of large-scale production to disseminate consecrated culture.”

**Content Analysis of Mission Statements**

In order to analyze the use, purpose, and meaning of *independent* in publisher discourse, content analysis research was conducted on the mission statements of 39 North-America-based (and primarily US-based) independent publishers. Content analysis of mission statements was chosen as the method here because of the wide reach to various stakeholders—consumers, distributors, agents, authors, etc.—that a website mission statement affords. While other paratextual materials of publisher discourse such as advertising pieces, book jacket copy, and website book blurbs can demonstrate discourse from publisher to reader, the website mission statement allows a wider audience scope for the publishers’ discourse about themselves, which in turn can affect the nature of that discourse.

These publishers are identified from fast-growing independent publisher lists from *Publishers Weekly* and from overall top-selling publisher lists and report. This list of fast-growing independent publishers was used for several reasons. The list focused on primarily US-based presses and was curated by the top publishing trade news body in the US: *Publishers Weekly*. Additionally, due to the lack of universal agreement of the definition of *independent publisher*, using other methods to identify publishers who are “independent” would rely on a commitment to one type of definition, rather than, in this case, allowing the *Publishers Weekly* identified “independent” to inform the sample. However, there are limitations to this sample choice that must be acknowledged. Because these independent publishers are “fast-growing,” they may not be representative of English language US-based publishers as a whole because, as Bourdieu has identified, small-scale cultural production tends to also be lacking in economic capital. But as Hesmondhalgh has acknowledged, there is more nuance and complexity with large-scale production that Bourdieu recognizes in his work; likewise, other scholars, like David Throsby, have asserted that there is more interconnection between economic capital and other types of capital than has been previously asserted.
A mission statement establishes who the publisher is, what the publisher does, and where the company is headed. Additionally, the mission statement serves as a marketing and public relations tool. Through content analysis of mission statements, this article illuminates the way that certain publishers construct a particular social function and marketing appeal by the use of independent in twenty-first century book publishing discourse in the US. The American Marketing Association defines a mission statement as “an expression of a company’s history, managerial preferences, environmental concerns, available resources, and distinctive competencies to serve selected publics. It is used to guide the company’s decision making and strategic planning.” However, in addition to a mission statement being a strategic planning and decision-making guide for a company, a mission statement is also “decidedly persuasive,” frequently available on corporate websites, emotionally bonding within the company, indicative of the company’s self-identity, and overall serves as a communicative tool to employees, stakeholders, and the general public. The outward-facing, customer-persuading nature of mission statements is something that several scholars explore, including M. David et al. In short, mission statements are rhetorically designed, largely removed from day-to-day activities of the company, and strategic in “creating allegiance and inspiring commitment within and to a constructed discourse community.” The use of the term “mission statement” in this article is not a reference to a strategic marketing document, which, because of the typically low strategy applied from small publishers, are only produced by medium and large publishing companies. Instead, mission statements in this context are positioning statements available on publisher websites.

Previous research on mission statements has been focused primarily on assessing the financial impact of mission statements, accuracy of mission statements, transnational comparisons, and school or university mission statements. Book publisher mission statements have not previously been the object of study and a lens through which to capture publisher discourse and self-identity. Williams sees four categories of mission statement scholarship: recommendations for its content, assessments of financial performance and mission statement effectiveness, the rhetorical nature of the mission statement, and the mission statement as a corporate culture creation strategy.
Content analysis is a common method of examining mission statements, as evidenced by the many studies that use content analysis for mission statements. Through content analysis, thematic patterns from a particular text (in this case, mission statements) are identified. This is a qualitative method of analysis in which the patterns emerge through close reading of the text. It is content analysis that this article utilizes to recognize the patterns of discourse surrounding the use (or non-use) of *independent* in mission statements.

Much like other promotional genres, mission statements generally follow particular linguistic structures, share a communicative and rhetorical purpose, and utilize specific terminology. However, the structure of mission statements is not the focus of this article; rather, the structure of the mission statement genre is a framework upon which independent publishers build rhetorical discourse that positions themselves in particular ways. It is this discourse and positioning with which this article is focused. In any case, mission statements offer a window into the world of the publisher and the tensions between publisher types: large vs. small, independent vs. corporate, etc.

The mission statements on the 39 publishers’ websites were primarily found on the Home or About pages. These mission statements were copied from the publishers’ websites into a word processing document, where they were thematically coded using the comment feature to highlight and summarize at the sentence and paragraph level. These comments were then compiled into another document and were lumped into categories based on their similarity in themes. Therefore, the meta-themes that emerged were size, passion, relationships, quality, diversity, location and community, environment, social/political responsibility, disadvantages, cultural capital, social capital, and curation. In addition to the thematic coding of the mission statements, a list was also made of the particular collocates of *independent* when used by publishers in their mission statements, and this list of collocates was also compared and categorized according to similar terms and themes. Finally, the website mission/positioning statements of the Big 5 publishers—Penguin Random House, Simon and Schuster, Macmillan, Hachette, and HarperCollins—were also examined, particularly to see if *independent* was
utilized in that discourse. The results of this content analysis are detailed in the discussion and findings below.

The Value of Being Independent

Twenty-one of the 39 publishers’ mission statements used *independent*, even though this group of publishers, identified by *Publishers Weekly* as being the fastest growing independent publishers in the US and Canada, could feasibly all have equal claim to this term. Thus, this situation suggests that, more so than other terms that carry certain legal specifications, *independent* as a term in the publishing context is a rhetorical choice. In other words, publishers who choose to incorporate *independent* into their mission statements do so purposefully. Yet the term is not so ubiquitously defined and imbued with social capital as to be used by any publisher who could feasibly be classified—in whatever loose terminology is used—as *independent*.

The first two commonly accepted definitions of being an independent publisher—not being owned by a conglomerate (the Big 5) and being small—came through in the publisher mission statement discourse. Thirty-three publishers were not owned by other companies, but six of the publishers were. Interestingly, one of the six publishers that utilized independent in its mission statement but is owned by the largest publishing conglomerate of the Big 5, Penguin Random House, was Seattle-based Sasquatch Books. Sasquatch Books establishes itself as “one of the country’s leading independent presses” with a mission to “seek out and work with the most gifted writers, chefs, naturalists, artists, and thought leaders in the Pacific Northwest and bring their talents to a national audience.” While the acquisition of Sasquatch Books by Penguin Random House is rather recent, the continuing use of *independent* in their mission statement illustrates not only the integral nature of *independent* in Sasquatch Books’s brand but also in the symbolic capital that *independent* provides and is difficult to relinquish. Additionally, (although they may not be owned by the Big 5), 12 of the 39 publishers are distributed by the Big 5. This begs the question, does being distributed by the Big 5 really allow for independence and autonomy from corporates? Especially because of the ease and low-capital nature of entry as a publisher into the industry, more and more it is distributors who are becoming key gatekeepers in the process of books reaching readers. In this
environment, one has to wonder if being distributed by the Big 5 allows some of that corporate influence from under which independent publishers seem so eager to remove themselves. Also, 21 of the 39 publishers whose mission statements were analyzed for this article have their own imprints. Again, this begins to complicate the idea of independent ownership. Typically, imprints are created in two ways: either by acquiring another company that becomes an imprint of the parent company or by creating an official “imprint” to distinguish between distinctly different lists, but with no real financial, staff, or ownership changes. Surprisingly, two of the Big 5 publishers, Penguin Random House and Macmillan, use independent in their mission statements to define themselves as having imprints that are “editorially and creatively independent” and being a collection of independent publishers.

As this article demonstrated earlier, the measuring of company size is a muddy area, but if we take into account Thompson’s definitions of size, the European Commission’s definition of size and the Small Business Administration’s definition of size, because 36 of the 39 companies had fewer than 50 employees and because 30 of the 39 companies had revenues under 10 million, by all three definitions of company size in publishing, the majority of these independent publishers could also be classified as small publishers.

However, when it comes to a particular philosophy as being key to the third definition of independent publisher, these mission statements reflect specific patterns. The common philosophy themes that emerged from the mission statements are location and local community, diversity, relationships, and the role of the independent publisher as “partners” with authors and readers (thus democratizing the gatekeeping process) rather than literary authorities and tastemakers.

Locality

Independent publishers emphasize location and local community. Fifteen of the 39 publishers specifically mentioned their locations in their mission statements, evidence that independent publishers want to be seen as, or see themselves as, serving local communities. Unlike the Big 5 who not only have offices and partnerships across the world but who also are all
headquartered in the United States’ publishing hub in New York City, this focus on location reveals that only two of the publishers who included location in their mission statements were based in New York City. The others are scattered across the United States and Canada. Though this was a pattern across the mission statements as a whole, Chelsea Green, which “keeps its roots based firmly in Vermont,” emphasized locality even more than most in its mission statement discourse, stressing the mission to “participate in the restoration of healthy local communities,” publish books about local food, and donate money annually to assist “local environmental causes.” Other publishers use locality to demonstrate an awareness of diverse local populations and indigenous peoples, such as in Greystone Books’s mission statement, which acknowledges that their office is located on land of the “Musqueam, Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh peoples.” Not only do publishers acknowledge the state or city in which they are located, but sometimes, they even refer to the particular streets. For example, Sasquatch Books tells website visitors that the company is “located in downtown Seattle, just blocks from Pike Place Market and Elliott Bay.” Shambhala Publications goes a step further in inviting local residents to visit the office: “If you are in the neighborhood, please stop by and say hello—we have all of our books in our bookstore for you to peruse.”

Diversity

**Independent publishers pride themselves on contributing to diversity in the literary ecosystem.** Publishers use terms like “debut authors,” “fresh voices” and “diversity” to emphasize a representation of creative people and projects that would be otherwise overlooked by non-independent publishers. Despite the current movement and reflection of lack of diversity in publishing, particularly children’s publishing at the moment (as evidenced in We Need Diverse Books, among others), there is not sufficient evidence to show that independent publishers actually publish authors that are more diverse in terms of gender, sexuality, race, religion, language and other categories. A few of the Big 5 have made efforts to address the lack of diversity problem, particularly in children’s publishing, through the creation of new imprints, including Simon and Schuster’s new imprint Salaam Reads, which emphasizes children’s books focused on Muslim characters and stories and Penguin Random House’s newly launched Kokila for diverse
books for young readers. More than anything, this underlying philosophy of supporting diversity is more about supporting materials and authors that do not or would not otherwise make it through Big 5 gatekeepers than it is about a specific effort to increase diversity within the publishing industry as a whole, although there certainly are independent publishers who are specifically diversity-focused. Page Street Publishing asserts in their mission statement that finding writers who create “diverse characters” is their primary goal. Graywolf Press says they champion “diverse voices . . . in a crowded marketplace.” Jump! “strives for diversity and inclusion, showing people in our books at every age, from all ethnicities, and with varying abilities.” Translation publisher Europa editions see their diversity role as bringing “fresh international voices” into Anglophone markets. Likewise, Diversion Books “is committed to the discovery of new voices.”

Relationships

**Independent publishers portray themselves as being more invested in personal relationships with readers and authors.** In marketing theory and practice, relationships are increasingly at the centre of marketing activities—rather than traditional paradigms like the 4Ps—particularly for small companies. Therefore, the connection between small publishers and independent publishers yields an unsurprising emphasis on a personal touch, a greater value on relationships with readers and authors. For Familius, the developed relationships with customers and authors is key to the way that the publisher operates. Chelsea Green Publishing emphasizes cultivating “collaborative, respectful relationships with authors and readers.” Hybrid publisher Brown Books Publishing Group went even as far as to trademark “relationship publishing” and call this term the cornerstone of its process. It is worth noting that three of the independent publishers in this list of 39 are hybrid publishers (Morgan James Publishing, Greenleaf Book Group, and Brown Books Publishing Group) as defined by the Independent Book Publishers Association, in that they span the boundary between self-publishing and traditional publishing, as authors are asked to financially support the production of the book. Greenleaf Book Group and Brown Books Publishing Group used the term independent in their mission statements, while Morgan James Publishing did not. Thus, the focus on relationships is
not only a tie between independents and small companies but also a blurring of the self-publisher and traditional-publisher lines in some cases.

Collaboration

**Independent publishers seek to democratize the gatekeeping process by branding themselves as partners with authors and readers, rather than literary authorities and tastemakers.** Related to the focus on relationships discussed in the previous paragraph, this “partnership” between authors and publishers is stressed in the mission statements for these independent publishing companies. For example, Diversion tries to establish both “creative and collaborative partnerships with authors,”\(^9^3\) while BenBella Books aims to attract authors “who value personal attention, a partnership philosophy,” stressing that key to this is the understanding that “publishing is a partnership between author and publisher.”\(^9^4\) In speaking directly to authors in their mission statement, hybrid publisher Greenleaf Book Group say, “We can partner with you on every aspect of developing and promoting your big idea.”\(^9^5\)

Emotion

**Independent publishers emphasize emotion over automation.** In the current publishing environment—which has been called the post-digital age of publishing\(^9^6\) or the late age of print\(^9^7\)—the emotional artform of editorial judgement and intuition exists alongside algorithmic selection.\(^9^8\) While, in the twenty-first century, both the intuitive curation and big-data-driven selection are part of publishing processes, the mission statements of this sample of independent publishers reveals the emphasis of independent publishers on the emotional side of the publishing business. The most common collocates of *independent* are passionate, warlike, and authoritative terms such as *completely, stanchly, fiercely, radically, diversified,* and *leading.* Cottage Door Press asserted that their press was built “through hard work, dedication, and love.”\(^9^9\) Page Street Publishing proclaim themselves passionate publishers: “As publishers, we, too, are passionate.”\(^1^0^0\) BenBella Books advises all to “publish with passion” and state that “passion cannot be created or marketed into a book.” This passion “only emerges as the result of an author delighting, entertaining, illuminating, or educating in a way that resonates with the reader.” One
particularly interesting thing about BenBella’s focus on passion as being central to the way the business is run is that their mission statement assures that this focused passion does not seek to put BenBella on a gatekeeping, curating, or tastemaking pedestal: “But we aren’t snobs,” the mission statement claims; “just because a book is intelligent doesn’t mean it can’t also be fun.”\textsuperscript{101}

As these examples and this content analysis have shown, location, diversity, relationships, partnership, and emotion are central to the mission statements of independent publishers. However, in examining “independent” as a positioning and branding tool, it is prudent to ask: Are these claims true? Are independent publishers really more focused on relationships, diversity, and local communities than corporate giants are? Understanding that mission statements are rhetorical and communicative pieces that reveal how publishers would like to be portrayed (and not necessarily reflect what they are), we should reflect on the accuracy of these mission statements in an effort to better understand independent in publisher discourse.

In terms of independent vs corporate, it may be more productive to think of these terms on a continuum, rather than an all or nothing. Independent has been used as a catch-all term to describe, for the most part, publishers not owned by conglomerates, but this leaves the corporate publishers as one category, without distinguishing the differences in autonomy and independence that exist in the corporate-imprint relationship within the Big 5. Again, Thompson attests to the variability in the way that different corporations and their imprints operate: “The world of corporate publishing is, in practice, a plurality of worlds, each operating in its own way.”\textsuperscript{102}

In terms of location and local community, the publishing of local authors and involvement in the local literary community might not be as important to independent publishers (particularly in contrast to corporate publishers) as it seems. To be certain, the inclusion of office location reveals an emphasis on location in the mission statement discourse, but examples like the PubWest Best Practices Survey Research Report, which analyzed survey data from primarily small-to-medium-sized (and often independent) members of the trade publishing organization PubWest, tell a different story. Despite there being a section of questions devoted to community involvement, the data
revealed that the emphasis on locality and local authors was not “a major factor” and that for most of these publishers, “publishing local authors was present, but not a particular emphasis, and it was difficult to ascertain whether the presence of examples of local authors was indicative of the list as a whole without more contextual information.”  

In terms of diversity, there is not clear data to support the claim that independent publishers are more diverse than conglomerates. Noël staunchly disagrees with the claim that “alternative authors and ideas . . . would not find their place in conglomerates,” saying that “such an assertion is obviously controversial as associating ‘easy’ books with large companies and serious ones with independent publishers is an oversimplified statement.” To the claim that large corporate publishers are not interested in publishing debut authors, Thompson asserts that “nothing could be further from the truth” and argues instead that large corporate publishers are willing to gamble on debut authors with “reckless abandon.”

Additionally, we see terms like independent and small being used as positively charged vocabulary juxtaposed with the negatively charged, unfeeling connotations that accompany corporate and large when referring to companies. But as Simon, McCarthy, and Hall point out, the assumption that “smallness or independence are better, or worse, than largeness or ‘corporateness’” is an oversimplification. As these authors reveal,

the more interesting observation may be to note all the ways in which largeness as a corporate quality can be unimpressive or ineffectual, and all the ways in which, in today’s publishing world, smallness sometimes goes with other necessary characteristics of good publishing, like careful title selection, painstaking editing, and strong advocacy for writers’ voices.

In short, there is data to support that independent publishers are not as different from their corporate counterparts as they desire to portray themselves. However, because of the positive connotations of being small, economically autonomous, local, relationship focused, and supporting of underrepresented and local authors, independent becomes a staple in publisher discourse to differentiate themselves and their product offerings from the corporate publishers that dominate market share in the industry.
Conclusion

From the analysis of the use, purpose, and meaning of independent in publisher discourse, as evidenced by the 39 independent publisher mission statements, it is clear that a particular philosophy is central to the social and cultural currency that the term independent provides. This philosophy emphasizes locality, diversity, relationships, partnering, and emotion. Most of the 39 publishers that were examined also fit into the other two commonly accepted definitions of independent publisher: they were small in size and economically autonomous by most measures. However, the frequency of distribution of these independent companies by corporate companies, namely the Big 5, calls this autonomy into question.

Why would locality, diversity, relationships, partnering, and emotion be desirable qualities for a publisher in the twenty-first century? Social capital—as evidenced through the economy of favours for independent publishers—and autonomy are central to this answer. The return to personal care, author-friendly approaches, and editorially driven emphasis heralds back to a time in publishing before independent publisher was a commonly used term, a time when independents dominated the publishing industry landscape because family-run and family-owned was the norm. Therefore, the term independent brands non-corporate (and often small) publishers with a particular philosophy that speaks to contemporary reader and author fears that stem from a situation where a select few giants hold the dissemination of literature, knowledge, and culture and in which the gatekeepers and curators have a powerful position. Perhaps publisher discourse related to the term independent reveals more about reader and author interests, concerns, and desires than it does about the actual innerworkings and business administration of independent publishers.
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Annex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>No. of titles per year</th>
<th>Year Established</th>
<th>Employees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agate Publishing</td>
<td>Evanston, Illinois</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BenBella Books</td>
<td>Dallas, Texas</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berrett-Koehler Publishers</td>
<td>Oakland, California</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown Books Publishing Group</td>
<td>Dallas, Texas</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Fort Publishing</td>
<td>Springville, Utah</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Green Publishing</td>
<td>White River Junction, Vermont</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cottage Door Press</td>
<td>Barrington, Illinois</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callisto Media</td>
<td>Berkeley, California</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candlewick Press</td>
<td>Somerville, Massachusetts</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlesbridge</td>
<td>Watertown, Massachusetts</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleis Press</td>
<td>Jersey City, New Jersey</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compendium</td>
<td>Seattle, Washington</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&amp;T Publishing</td>
<td>Concord, California</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversion Books</td>
<td>New York City, NY</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECW Press</td>
<td>Toronto, Ontario</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europa Editions</td>
<td>New York City, NY</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Research Sample of Independent Publishers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Familius</td>
<td>Sanger, California</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox Chapel Publishing</td>
<td>East Petersburg, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graywolf Press</td>
<td>Minneapolis, Minnesota</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenleaf Book Group</td>
<td>Austin, Texas</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greystone Books</td>
<td>Vancouvre, British Columbia</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haymarket Books</td>
<td>Chicago, Illinois</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump!</td>
<td>Minneapolis, Minnesota</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumon Publishing</td>
<td>Teaneck, New Jersey</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan James Publishing</td>
<td>New York City, NY</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nimbus Publishing</td>
<td>Halifax, Nova Scotia</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Starch Press</td>
<td>San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oak Tree Press</td>
<td>Corcoran, California</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page Street Publishing</td>
<td>Salem, Massachusetts</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papercutz</td>
<td>New York City, NY</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pegasus Books</td>
<td>New York City, NY</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Wheel Weiser</td>
<td>Boston, Massachusetts</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sasquatch Books</td>
<td>Seattle, Washington</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seven Stories Press</td>
<td>New York City, NY</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shambhala Publications</td>
<td>Boulder, Colorado</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soho Press</td>
<td>New York City, NY</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Publishing</td>
<td>Nashville, Tennessee</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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